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Data Release: Strong job growth in June a vote of confidence in strengthening economic recovery 

 Non-farm payrolls rose a huge 288k in June, well ahead of expectations for 215k. Private sector 
hiring expanded by 262k, while government payrolls added a further 26k to the total with the 
majority (24k) within state and local payrolls. 

 Revisions added an additional 29k to payrolls, with May’s previous reading of 217k jobs raised to 
224k and April's 282k to 304k. 

 Goods-producing employment rose by 26k, led by a 16k gain in manufacturing employment. 
Construction added another 6k to the goods tally.  

 Private service-providing employment accelerated to its fastest pace since October 2012, adding 
236k jobs. 

 The unemployment rate fell 0.2 percentage points to 6.1% in June as household survey 
employment rose an estimated 407k. For the third straight month, the labor force participation 
rate remained unchanged at 62.8%. 

 Average hourly earnings rose 0.2% on par with consensus, but decelerated on a year-over-year 
basis to 2.0% (from 2.1% in May).  

Key Implications 

 The ongoing strength in job growth should put to rest any lingering doubts that the recovery is 
gaining traction. The trend in hiring is clearly accelerating and the number of industries adding 
jobs is broadening. The average rate of job growth over the past three months is the strongest it 
has been in over two years.  For private service-sector hiring we are now in the range 
experienced in the heydays of 2003 through 2006.   

 It is encouraging to finally see state and local governments adding jobs. This is a trend that 
should continue. Employment at the state and local level is now 138k higher than its trough 
(reached in January of last year), but still 606k below its August 2008 peak. 

 A strong job report like this may even get investors thinking about when the Fed may step off the 
sidelines. With a number of economic indicators pointing to faster growth, the Fed will have its 
work cut out for it in leveling expectations. One metric they are likely to point to is wage growth. 
This is one area of the job report where improvement has been less obvious. Monthly wage 
growth has been relatively range bound around 0.2% month-over-month and trending around 
2.0% year over year. It is an open question to what degree the Federal Reserve will tolerate rising 
wage growth – they want some, but not too much. However, at a rate below the overall inflation 
rate, it is still far from worrying. 
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